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INTRODUCTION 
The FIVB has developed the VOLLEYBALL INFORMATION SYSTEM 

(VIS) over the past six years.  The VIS is used for the result management 
of FIVB World Competitions.  The main purpose of VIS is to inform the 
national and international media on match results and on team and individual 
player statistics.  For the development of the VIS program, the FIVB has 
followed the recommendations of the FIVB Mass Media Commission 
concerning the design of the reports which provide the information requested 
by the media.  For the development of the observation criteria, the 
recommendations of the FIVB Technical Commission have been integrated.  
An important consideration for the development of the VIS has been that the 
provided data to the Press on volleyball events and in particular on FIVB 
events has to be presented in a clear and consistent way.  Journalists and 
press agencies have to become familiar with the provided information and 
the system in use.  The FIVB is aware of the fact that worldwide programs 
have been developed to provide match results and statistics but we are 
confident that our sport will only succeed if the press and the public obtain 
the information they expected and if this is always provided in the same 
format.  If the provided information needs to be analyzed to be understood, 
it means that the statistics and results will not be taken into consideration by 
the press. 

Besides presenting press information after a match, the VIS will 
provide, in the near future data on teams and players before each match. 
The FIVB develops for this purpose a VIS data base including results and 
statistics over a period of several years. 

  



VIS CRITERIA & EVALUATION 

Volleyball Skills & Events Observed 

Scoring Skills 
a. Attack/Spike 
b. Block 
c. Serve 

 
Results: 
- Success 
- Fault 
- Attempt 

 
Non-scoring Skills 

a. Dig 
b. Set 
c. Service Reception 

 
Results: 
- Excellent 
- Fault 
- Attempt 

 
Others 

a. Opponent Error 
b. Team Fault 
c. Substitutions 

 
  



Evaluation of the Attack (Spike) 

Formula:  Success %  =  ___Spikes____ 
    Total Attempts 

Criteria: 

Technique 
Player uses a hit, tip or returns ball to the opponent's court with any 
other offensive technique 
 
Success [Spike] 
1. The ball is been attacked on the ground into the opponent's court 
2. After the attack the ball is been touched by the opponent team and 

not kept in play 
 
Result:  Point for the attacker's team 
 
Fault 
1. The attacked ball is; successfully blocked, hit out or hit in the net. 
2. A technical fault of the attacking player is been penalized by the 

referee 
3. The attacker fails for any other reason 
 
Result:  Point for the opposing team 
 

Remarks: 
 

1) In the case that the ball is hit into the net or out but the opponent 
commits a technical fault whistled by the referee, an opponent error 
will be registered and the attack must be considered as an attempt. 

2) In the case that the ball remains in play after an attack, only an 
attempt will be registered. 

3) In the case that after the attack the ball is been touched more than 
once by the opponent team, trying to save the ball, but not kept in 
play due to the attack, the attack must be considered as a success. 

4) If the attack is a success, but the referee penalized a technical fault to 
the opponent team, the attack must be called as a success and an 
opponent error must not be called. 

5) Liberos cannot be given an attack attempt.  If a libero makes an 
overhead hit (spiking action) below the net and successfully makes a 
point, only a dig will be registered and opponent error will be called. 



Evaluation of the Block 

Formula:  Ave. per Set  = ___Kill Block____ 
    Total Sets Played (by the team) 

Criteria: 

Technique 
Player uses blocking action (player touches the ball) 

 

Success [Kill Block] 
1. The ball is blocked direct on the ground in the opponent's court 
2. After the block, the ball is touched by the opponent team but not 

kept in play 
 
Result: Point for blocker's team 

 

Fault 
1. The blocked ball goes after being touched by the blocker directly 

outside the court 
2. After the touch of the blocker the ball is not kept in play by his own 

team 
3. The blocking player commits a technical fault whistled by the 

referee 
 
Result: Point for the opposing team 

 
Remarks: 

1) In a collective block, the one who touches the ball will be recorded 

2) In the case that the ball remains in play after a blocker touched the 
ball, only an attempt will be automatically registered. 

3) In the case that after the block the ball is been touched more than 
once by the opponent team, trying to save the ball, but not kept in 
play due to the block, the block must be considered as a success. 

4) If the block is a success, but the referee penalized a technical fault to 
the opponent team, the block must be called as a success and an 
opponent error must not be called.   

Average per set is widely 
used instead of average per 

match.  This can give a 
more accurate ranking 

because a match may be 
finished in 3, 4 or 5 sets. 



Evaluation of the Serve 

Formula:  Ave. per Set  = __Service Aces__ 
    Total Sets Played (by the team) 

Criteria: 

Technique 
Player uses service technique 

 

Success [Ace] 
1. The ball is served directly on the ground in the opponent's court 
2. After the service the ball is touched by the opponent team and not 

kept in play 
3. The receiving player commits a technical fault whistled by the 

referee 
 
Result: Point for serving team 

 

Fault 
1. The ball is not served into the opponent's court 
2. The referee whistles a technical fault for the serving player 
 
Result: Point for the opposing team 

 
Remarks: 

1) In the case that the ball remains in play after the reception of the 
opponent team, only an attempt will be automatically registered. 

2) In the case that after the service the ball is been touched more than 
once by the opponent team, trying to save the ball, but not kept in 
play due to the service, the service must be considered as a success. 



Evaluation of the Dig 

Formula:  Ave. per Set  = _____Digs_____ 
    Total Sets Played (by the team) 

 

Criteria: 

Technique 
1. A player retrieves the ball coming from the opponent's side (except 

after a service) 
2. A player retrieves the ball coming off the block 
3. A player retrieves the ball while trying to save an uncontrolled ball, 

played by another player of its team, not using an attack or setting 
technique 

 

Success [Dig] 
1. Keeping the ball in play (including overhead pass) and one of his 

teammates can play/set the ball 
2. If the player makes a ‘spectacular’ dig and one of his teammates 

can dig or play the ball 
 
Result: Play continues 

 

Fault 
1. Player digs the ball onto the ground in his court or outside the 

court, (including overhead pass) 
2. Player digging the ball sends it direct to an opponent attacker who 

scores 
3. The referee whistles a technical fault for the digging player. 
 
Result: Point for the opposing team 

 
Remarks: 

1) In the case that the dig goes directly to the opponent's court and a 
point has been scored the dig has to be considered as an attempt and 
an opponent error must be given 

2) In the case that the ball remains in play after a dig and the opponent 
team plays the ball, automatically an attempt will be registered. 

3) In the case the ball has been hit directly to the ground without 
touching a blocking player or a defensive player, a Team Fault will be 
given.  



Evaluation of the Set 

Formula:  Ave. per Set  = __Running Sets__ 
    Total Sets Played (by the team) 

Criteria: 

Technique 
Player plays ball with the intention of constructing an attack 

 

Success [Running Set] 
1. In relation to the block of opponent team: 

a. No blockers or one blocker = excellent 
b. Two or more blockers = attempt 

2. A player successfully constructs a play after a bad pass. 
 
Result: Play continues 

 

Fault 
1. Player sends the ball out of reach of his teammates 
2. Player sends the ball to an opponent attacker who scores 
3. The player commits a technical fault trying to set the ball and is 

penalized by the referee 
 
Result: Point for the opposing team 

 
Remarks: 

1) In the case that the set goes directly to the opponent's court and a 
point has been scored, the set has to be considered as an attack. 

2) In case the setting player retrieves the ball while trying to save an 
uncontrolled ball played by another player of its team, without the 
intention to construct an attack, a dig must be called and not a set 

3) In all other cases where the ball remains in play, automatically an 
attempt will be registered. 

4) Liberos cannot set the ball.  If a libero successfully sets a ball behind 
the attack line, a dig will be called..  



Evaluation of the Service Reception 

Formula:  Effeciency % = (Excellents – Faults) 
Total Attempts 

Criteria: 

Technique 
Player uses service reception technique 

 

Success (+) 
1. The receiving player places the ball within the reach of the setter at 

the net who can handle it to prepare any attack by all of the 
attackers. 

 
Result: Play continues 

 

Fault (-) 
1. The receiving player plays the ball out of reach of his teammates 
2. The receiving player commits a technical fault penalized by the 

referee. 
3. The receiving player doesn't touch the ball and the opponent scores 

a direct service point in his area. 
 
Result: Point for the opposing team 

 
Remarks: 

1) In the case that the reception goes directly to the opponent's court 
and a point has been scored the reception has to be considered as an 
attempt and an opponent error must be given,. 

2) In all other cases the ball remains in play, automatically an attempt 
will be registered.  



OVERVIEW OF THE VIS EVALUATION CRITERIA 
 

Skills 
Evaluation 

Rally Continues Rally Ends 
ATTACK No evaluation Success (+) or Fault (-) 

BLOCK No evaluation Success (+) or Fault (-) 

SERVE No evaluation Success (+) or Fault (-) 

DIG No evaluation or Success (+) Fault (-) 

SET No evaluation or Success (+) Fault (-) 

SERVICE RECEPTION No evaluation or Success (+) Fault (-) 

 

Opponent Error (OP+) 

To be used in all cases that the team scores a point but no player action of 
their team can be evaluated for this success. The point is due to a mistake by 
the opponent. 

 

 

 

Team Fault (T-) 

To be used in all cases that the team loses a point but no player action can 
be evaluated for this fault. 

  

*Note: Opponent error is a point due to a mistake of the 
opponent team. Thus, for the opponent team it is an 
UNFORCED ERROR. 



VIS REPORTS 

P-2: Match Result 

 This is the summary of a match.  

Opponent 
Error of 

Adamson 
is 38pts; 

thus, 
Ateneo 

made 38 
Unforced 

Errors 



 The ranking of teams is determined by the number of Match Points obtained.  The 
following points will be awarded per match to each team: 

Match won 3-0; 3-1 = 3 points 
Match won 3-2 = 2 points 
Match lost 2-3 = 1 point 
Match lost 0-3; 1-3 = 0 point 
Match forfeited = 0 points (25-0;25-0;25-0) 
 

 In case of equal Match Points, ranking will be determined by No. of Victories. 
 

 If a tie still occurs in the second attempt, Sets Ratio will be used.  Set ratio = total sets 
won/total sets lost. 
 

 If a tie still persists, then Points or Scores Ratio is then determined. Score ratio = total 
scores won/total scores lost. 

P-4: Collated Results & Ranking 

 This report contains the results of the matches per round and the 
ranking of the teams.  



P-5: Players Ranking per Skill 

 Except for the Best Scorers category, the players are ranked per skill 
and the formulae used were discussed in the VIS Criteria & Evaluation 
Section.  For the Best Scorers, add the player's points in the 3 scoring skills: 
Spike, Block & Serve.  Limits are set to exclude players with a low number of 
attempts.    

Example: The 
limit is set to 
10.00%, If 

Player A has a 
total of 15 

attempts and 
the team 

attempt (sum 
of the 

attempts of all 
the players in 
the team) is 

160. So, 10% 
of 160 is 16.  

Thus, Player A 
will not be 

included in the 
ranking. 



P-6: Teams Ranking per Skill 

 Similar to Report P-5, this report ranks the teams per skill.  The 
values used here are the sums of the excellents, faults, & attempts of all the 
players in a team.  The formulae used are the same as the ones used in the 
P-5 Report.  



VIS PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Position Responsibilities 

VIS Supervisor 

- Get official tournament format & schedule 
- Prepare VIS software for the tournament 
- Prepare VIS Personnel 
- Provide statistical reports required by the organizers 
- Coordinate with media their required statistical information 
- Prepare a list of team ranking (P-4) 
- Prepare a list of player ranking per skill (P-5) 

Analyst - Analyze and call the actions of the players 
- Observe and call events of a match 

Writer - Manually writes the events called by the Analyst 
- Collate and file filled up acquisition forms 

Encoder - Encodes the events called by the Analyst 

 


